NORTHERN VOICES, SOUTHERN CHOICES:
Water policy lessons for Saskatchewan drawn from leading Canadian and International examples

Bob Sandford, guest lecturer, EPCOR chair of the Canadian Partnership Initiative in support of the UN Water For Life decade, co-chair of the Forum for Leadership on Water, and associate with the U of S Centre for Hydrology.

Copies of Mr. Sandford’s book Ethical Water: Learning to Value What Matters Most will be available for purchase and signing.

Following the presentation, he will be joined by U of S water experts to discuss regional water policy issues:

- Patricia Gober, professor, Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy
- John Pomeroy, Canada Research Chair and director, Centre for Hydrology
- Howard Wheater, Canada Excellence Research Chair and director, Global Institute for Water Security

Friday, October 7
1:45 – 3:15 p.m.
144 Kirk Hall
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